Testimonies of Diverse Encounters From The Midst Of The Year Prophetic Season

As we all know, we serve a God of time and season who makes all things beautiful in His time – Hab. 3:1-2/11

As the planting season of all crops have remain intact since creation, so are all divine timings as contained in scriptures

For example, the midst of the year, that is, the month of June and July are ordained for divine intervention which we call a revival – Hab. 3:1-2

Among others, it is a season ordained for the scattering of all everlasting mountains and leveling out of all perpetual hills, that may be standing on the ways of God’s people

In addition, it is a platform for accessing our high places in life – Hab. 3:1-2/4-6/17-19

As we all know, every testimony is a pointer to our heritage in Christ – Psa. 119:111

The followings are some testimonies of midst of the year seasons in the past.

1. 9 Years Broken Marriage Restored and Career Breakthrough

In all my year as a believer, this midst of the year happens to be my best year in kingdom stewardship.
In this wonder double season, I served God with the whole of my heart in prayers and witnessing to the lost with full expectations. I key into all the prophetic word, and the like a dream of the night, God turned my life around. After our Sunday communion service in July, I left the church that morning and decided to call my husband, having separated from me for over 9 years now. I said he should come and take me home and he obliged. Today, we have reconciled, despite many failed efforts in attempting to put the family together in the past. Thank you Jesus. Indeed, serving God pays.  
— Mrs Florence. E. M

2. Supernatural Breakthroughs!

“I joined this Commission with my family in November 2013 when things were almost at a standstill. Although we had engaged the prayer altar and devoured some of Bishop’s books, it seemed the more I prayed the stiffer things became. However, I refused to give up. When the midst of the year Wonder Double Agenda was declared I decided to re-position myself and dive into it.

I engaged the prayer altar for the salvation of souls and the advancement of the Kingdom of God and for the first time in a couple of years, things began to change. From then on, I began to experience supernatural turnaround in my finances. The debt that was choking me was cancelled, accommodation issue was resolved and numerous doors of increase were opened to me. My wife, who had respiratory issues for about two decades and couldn’t go for two days without medication was miraculously healed. All these happened because we keyed into Matthew 6:33! My household now engages in daily prayers for souls and for the Church. Matthew 6:33 is a revelation that cannot be taken from us. I passionately, share with whoever is interested, that the greatest key to accessing the blessedness of God’s Kingdom is soul winning. I give all the glory to the God of Wonder Double that performs whatever He says!”  
— Uchenna Anikpe

3. Supernatural Business Breakthrough

Our Business has been totally down for sometimes with the business swimming in serious debts. We have prayed over and over again for God to intervene but the situation keeps getting worse.

When the midst of the year started, Papa said, “If this midst of the year come and go just like that without our story changing, then we have ourselves to blame”!

I got angry in my spirit and decided to engage seriously
in Kingdom Engagement with the whole of my being. My wife and I started praying rigorously for the advancement of the Kingdom of God and I was all out with my wife advertising Jesus everywhere we find ourselves. It became a serious business for us and we were enjoying it. God started giving us souls for the kingdom on a daily basis. On the last day of the prophetic season, the God of the last minute Intervention showed up! A sister called from the Atlanta that another sister and herself has teamed up to sow into our business. Money was paid directly into some of the organizations account we deal with directly from the U.S. We have been known to always buy our raw materials in small quantities in most of the organizations we buy the raw materials we use for our production, but our raw material requests and purchases this time turned us into ”Super Stars” in the organizations. We give Him all the Glory! – Mr. & Mrs. Olawole. 0

4. Fruitfulness Via Wonder Double Agenda

We got married in 2012 and believed God for the fruitful of the womb. In 2014 we decided to visit a gynecologist who diagnose me of having anal-ovulation and I was placed on several drugs and injections, after several month of this medication that cost close to half a Million to no avail, the gynecologist invited my husband for another series of hormonal profile test and was diagnosed of low sperm count, we both rejected the report, but stay focus on the word to receive from Jesus Christ the Doctor of all Doctors in this commission.

(When the Wonder Double agenda phase one came on board, we key into with all our strength and faith), In the midst of the year the mockery was so intense, but we kept on engaging in soul winning and prayers as instructed from this altar with our reward in view. Precisely during Enough is Enough Sunday service I was angry in my spirit and decided to go and register for Ante-Natal the following Monday even while I was not pregnant, on a particular clinic day every pregnant woman was being given an injection which I partook by Faith and the faithful God showed up, I was confirmed pregnant, and today I have returned with my Wonder Double testimony, OREOLUWA, MOFINYINFUNOLUWA, OLUWADAMPE, OLUWATISE, JOYS. TO God Alone be Praised – Mr and Mrs A. IBRAHIM – (2016)
“I grew up in a Godly home but got exposed to immorality at a very tender age. I was addicted to this habit for over 13 years. This became a stumbling block on my destiny, as I could not make any significant progress. As a result of this plague, I have been denied several promotions and successes. This habit killed my passion for God’s Kingdom and quenched my love for Him. I attended several deliverance prayer meetings and sought diverse counsel to no avail.

Lo and behold, I came to church for the second service after a night of immorality. During the service, the Bishop declared the Wonder-Double Agenda and the Midst of the Year Season. He prophesied that every everlasting mountain would be leveled, and perpetual hills would be scattered. Immediately, the Word struck me. I knew my time of deliverance had come. I re-dedicated my life to Christ, engaged seriously in prayer for salvation of souls. By the grace of God, since June 1, 2015 till date, I have not engaged in any immoral act. The spirit of lust has vanished and the zeal for Christ has consumed me. Now, I am free. I give thanks to God for leveling the everlasting mountain of masturbation, pornography and lust in my life!” – Mich, A – (2015)

We understand from scriptures that revival time is spiritual labour time – 2 Chr. 15:7/ Hag. 2:4

But everyone shall be rewarded according to his own labour. Remember, God does not reward groups, He rewards individuals – 1 Cor. 3:8/Rev. 22:1-2

God does not honour groups, He honours individuals – Jn 12:24-26/ 1 Sam. 2:30

God does not bless groups, He blesses individuals – Isa. 51:1-3/ Exo. 23:25-26

God does not promote groups, He promotes individuals – Psa. 75:6-7/ Luk. 10:17-19

Expect your own life-transforming encounter in this prophetic revival season that will impact on all areas of your life in the name of Jesus Christ.

Jesus is Lord!
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